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Gymnasts squeak
by Broncos

Booker bounces
back
Page 9
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THE J3GL NEWS

Tuesday, February 26,1965

Model
lease

Flooding hits Ohio cities

urged

DEFIANCE, Ohio (AP) Homeless families made jokes
or shook their heads sadly as
they watched the Maumee
River creep above their
doorsteps here yesterday, part
of an early flood that is causing
millions of dollars in damage
throughout northern Ohio.
The Maumee had swelled
close to its record 1982 flood
level of 20.5 feet by late yesterday, while ice on the vermilion River smashed through
businesses and swept dumpsters and boats into Lake Erie.
So far the flood has been
blamed for one death, that of
Joseph Biglin, 22. The Crestline man's body was found In
the Black Fork River yesterday, downstream from where
his boat fell over the Shelby
Reservoir Dam Sunday evening. Another man in the boat,
Carl Schroeder, 24, of Shelby,
swam to shore, but Biglin lost
his life jacket in the accident.
For Defiance residents, accustomed to wet basements
when the Auglaize and Maumee rivers rise each spring,
the flood that left 200 people
homeless was new only In that
it was a repeat of one three
years ago.
"We used to get floods every
ten years. Now this is our third
major flood in five years and
those people down there are so
frustrated it's pathetic." said
Fire Chief Robert Marihugh, a
lifelong Defiance resident.
JANNY AND KARL Kissner
had passed the point of frustration as they watched water lap
at the porch of their home for
the second time since they
bought the property five years
ago. Their belongings were
stowed in the attic Sunday
night or carried to relatives'
houses; by yesterday they
could reach their home only by
boat.
"If you let it get to you, you
Just depress yourself beyond
belief - you've got to laugh at
it," Kissner said after his wife
Joked about showing guests the
'■high-tide" mark on their liv-

Vol. 67 Issue 86

by Don Lee
staff reporter

The Student Consumer Union
is developing a standardized
rental agreement in response to
off-campus students' concerns
about the terms of their leases.
Chairman Jamie Ruggiero said
yesterday.
The Consumer Union has been
developing a model lease
agreement for use by area landlords for the last two years,
responding to student complaints about unclear or allegedly illegal terms in their lease
agreements, Ruggiero said.
The standardized lease would
provide a uniform lease
agreement usable by any landlord in the city who rents to
students. Landlords would not
be required to usethe leasebut
".. .we would strongly recommend they use the lease," Ruggiero said.
He said he hoped to get the
major landlords to agree to use
the lease, with the smaller independent landlords following
along in the interest of "simplic-
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Washed up

\fter more than twelve hours of bagging sand to hold back the flooding waters of the Maumee River In downtown Defiance.
Ronnie Laney hangs his head In exhaustion.

ing room walls. "Basically,
you Just let it happen and when
It's over you go back in and
rebuild."
Many of those evacuated
during the flood stayed with
relatives, but the Red Cross
prepared to bouse about 25
families in a local church last
night and the Salvation Army
was preparing a food canteen.
At the county commissioners
office, officials from a dozen
agencies planned how to set
enough sandbags to supply the
hundreds of Defiance College
students and local residents
who worked through the night

building temporary dikes.
By mid-day yesterday, workers had used abut 5,000 bags
supplied by the Ohio National
Guard and the U.S. Army Reserve, and Defiance County
bought 2,500 feed bags from the
Defiance Landmark Co. to line
the road to Defiance Hospital,
Martghugh said.
AT VERMILION, city crews
used front-end loaders yesterday to move cakes of ice up to
10 feet across and 2 feet thick
that ground onto shore in the
worst ice-Jam flooding of re-

cent memory, said Mayor Hobart Johnson.
"Based upon the amount of
water and the amount of ice
and ttte amount of commercial
establishments that were affected, along with homes,
we're estimating the damage
at between $5and $10 million,"
Johnson said yesterday, just
after he asked state Disaster
Services Agency officials to
seek a disaster area designation for the community.
McGarvey's restaurant, a
drive-in for boats alone the
Vermilion River, was demo-

lished when the ice slammed
through its windows and walls
on Sunday, Johnson said.
While worries turned to
clean-up along the Vermilion,
flood warnings continued for
eight other Ohio rivers last
night.
The National Weather Service predicted the Maumee and
the St. Joseph rivers would
crest by early today, while the
Blanchard, Portage, Sandusky, Scioto and Tiffin rivers,
and Wills Creek, began falling
Sesterday but remained above
ood stage.

"I am assuming they (the
independents) would go along if
the large landlords went along,
but there are some very independent people out there," Ruggiero said.
"WE'RE NOT trying to impose anything on the landlords
or tell them how to run their
businesses. We're just trying to
come up with something fair to
everybody, to all students and
landlords," be said.
By using a standard lease,
Ruggiero said he hopes to eliminate some apprehension students may have about signing
one.
"If they (the students) see
this, they know it's a fair lease,"
he said.
The model lease is based on
one used at the University of
Michigan, with two changes, he
said.
• See Lease, page 5.

Goetz favors an armed, educated public
NEW YORK (AP) - Bemhard Goetz
win not be prosecuted for federal civil
rights violations because he apparently
did not act out of racial prejudice when
he shot four teen-agers on a subway
train, a prosecutor announced yesterGoetx, meanwhile, emerged from
seclusion and said in newspaper interviews that he favored arming the public to fight crime, and that people

should be taught "to get the gun out
quickly."
Black leaders asked U.S. Attorney
Rudolph Giuliani to Investigate the
case after a state grand jury refused to
indict Goetz, who & white, in the shootings of the four young blacks. The Jury
instead charged him with weapons
possession.
But Giuliani said bis staff "has determined that federal civil rights laws do

not provide a basis" for a new investigation of the shootings.
He said Goetz's statements indicated
"that racial animus was not involved in
this incident." He said it appeared
"Goetz acted out of fear ... "

attended the arraignment of a man
charged with stabbing an alleged thief
at a subway newsstand, tried to attend
the wake of a slain cabbie - he was
turned away due to the ruckus of accompanying press - and gave interviews.

GIULIANI'S announcement came as
Goetz appeared in public for the first
time in weeks. Over the weekend, he

"The city has a real problem. The
city is sick from one end to another.
There are a lot of real moral and social

Sroblems here,' be told the Daily
<ews.

He told the Daily News he supported
arming people to fight crime, providing
they are properly trained: "You've got
to teach them how to get the gun out
quickly. You can't have a guy fumbling
with a weapon, trying to eetit out of his
pocket and dropping it. Crime
nes happen
too quickly for that?'

Seniors prepare
Graduation 10 weeks, 4 days away
by Ellen Zlmmerli
staff reporter

With only ten weeks and four
days left until May 11, some
seniors may be wondering what
they should be doing in preparation for their graduation.
Becky McOmber, assistant
registrar, said that graduating
seniors should have everything
completed for their graduation,
with the exception of ordering
caps and gowns.
In preparation, seniors should
have gone through a senior audit
with their college office. McOmber said having an audit as
soon as students become seniors
gives them enough time to work
out any academic problems.
All graduating seniors should
have filed for graduation by Jan.

"At this point, they are Just
waiting," McOmber said.
She said the Office of Registration and Records is conducting a general degree audit on all
those who have filed for graduation. Each college office is also
performing a more thorough
check.
IF A STUDENTS record is
deficient in any area, a letter
explaining the problem will be
sent to their local address. McOmber said the problem should
be resolved as soon as possible.
McOmber said that she finds a
lot of different problems with
students' applications. Often
students do not pay their fees
and Registration does not recetve their grades.
Another problem may be an
incomplete grade received for
their final semester.
• See^SeBton, page 5-

Practice run
Ten participants In the Appalachian Trail spring break trip, sponsored by
(JAO, set up camp In the backyard of Allan Claypool, (JAO director of
outdoor recreation, Saturday afternoon. The hikers were preparing

Photo/Kadi I
for the real thing by walking through Portage, Ohio, covering five
miles In two and a half hours and camping overnight. Claypool will lead
a group of 25 people to the Appalachians.
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-Editorialsports second

University athletes should have to meet higher
academic standards to participate in intercollegiate sports. The standards on the books are very
low.
University athletes must comply with the MidAmerican Conference's standards. The MAC stipulates that freshmen and sophomores must attain a
1.7 cumulative grade point average, while juniors
must have a 1.8 6PA and seniors a 1.9 GPA.
So, with the standards set by the MAC, a seniorlevel student must attain a 1.9 to participate - but to
graduate from the University, a student must
attain a GPA of 2.0 or better.
We have four concerns with the current MAC
standards:
• Why should the MAC make requirements that
are below the school's for graduation? The requirements should be higher so when athletes receive
their respective degrees, prospective employers
will acknowledge that the athlete was a student
foremost.
• The progression from freshman to sophomore
is a major one academically. But in the view of the
MAC, there is no change. For a sophomore to
participate in athletics, he or she should have to
improve at least one-tenth of a point if not more,
with sophomores having to attain a 1.8 GPA,
juniors a 1.9 and seniors a 2.0.
• If an athlete is placed on probation at the
University, policy stipulates he or she cannot
participate. At the other nine MAC schools, this
does not hold true. The MAC should make this an
across-the-board standard.
• The time has come for the National Collegiate
Athletic Association to step in and set national
standards, instead of leaving it up to the schools
and respective conferences.
Athletes are - or at least should be - students
first, athletes second.

4

Greenmail9 for bucks

by Art Buchwald

"Wait a minute, where do I
get $9 billion?"

Ever since the oil crisis back
in the 70s, I've had a fantasy
that someday I would drill a well
in my back yard and hit the
Rest gusher this side of KuI made the mistake of telling
my dream to a banker friend
named Eyal Shapira.
"There's an oil glut now and
you'd be better off capping the
well and sitting on it unto the
prices go up," he said.
"But what about my fantasy?
I need the money right now."
"Why don't you make a bid
on an oil company?"
"How can I make money
buying an oil company if there is
an oil glut?"
"You wont make your fortune on oil. You'll make it attempting to take over the
company."
"I'mliatening."
"Name an ou company, any
oil company."
"Phillips Petroleum out of
BarUesviDe, Okla."
"That's a good one. T. Boone
Pickens made a pass at them
and failed."
"Well, if he couldn't buy it
how can I?"
"You dent want to buy it.
You want to announce you're
buying it. In today's world of
high finance the easy money is
made not from producing oil,
but from producing threats."
"I don't see bow I can make
dough from threatening to buy
an Ml company."
"Havart you ever heard of
greenmail?"

"From the banks, you dumbbell."
"What do I put up as collateral?"
"The Phillips Petroleum
Company. If you sold off all its
assets it would be worth $15
billion."
"But I don't own Phillips yet.
How can I put it up as collateral?"
"It doesn't matter if you own
it or not at this stage. The bank
doesn't have to give you money.
All it has to do is promise to
provide it for you if you win the
takeover. In the meantime you
can buy up enough stock to become a threat. Once the word is
out that you're serious about the
takeover you can demand an
inflated price for your shares in
exchange for promising not to
raid Phillips again."
"I don't want to do anything
illegal in my fantasy," I warned
my friend.
"Everything I've told you is
legal. That's the beauty of today's takeovers. You don't have
to produce anything, or employ
people, or worry about Japan.
All you have to do is make nasty
noises and you can walk away
with a fortune."
"What kind of money are we
talking about?"
"The last guy who tried to
take over Phillips is ahead
somewhere between $50 million
and $100 million, and he didn't
have to find one cup of oil."
Shapira continued, "Just
think, if, in your fantasy, you
become a greenmailer instead
of an oil driller, you could have
the management of any petroleum company on their knees.
That to me is a real American
dream.

"What's greenmail?" I
asked.
"It's like blackmail, only it's
legal. Now this is what you've
got to do. You announce your Art Buchwald la a columnist for
Intention of taking over Phillips toe LOB Angeles Times Syndicate.
for $8 billion."
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His plan has good points

Protests against Bennett unfair
by George Will
WASHINGTON - Stanley McCaffrey, a cop in the ranks of the
thought police, saw his duty and
did not flinch. McCaffrey, president of California's University
of the Pacific, saw what William
Bennett said and withdrew an
invitation for Bennett to receive
an honorary degree. "We simply
cannot honor a person holding
these views."
I know little about the University of the Pacific, but I will
wager that it resembles most
universities and therefore is
broad-minded about the expression, and even the teaching,
of the view that America is
racist, sexist, imperialist, militarist, etc. So what did Bennett,
the new secretary of education,
say that caused McCaffrey, he
of tender sensibilities, to recoil
and become the toast of the
faculty club?
Among other things, Bennett
said that for budgetary reasons
subsidies to middle-class students should be cut. Specifically,
families with incomes above
$32,500 should not be eligible for
federally guaranteed loans (that
would mean they would have to
pay perhaps 12 rather than 8
percent interest).
There are many Americans including, I suspect, McCaffrey
- in whom the flame of thought
flickers so weakly that they only
feel vital and engaged with history when they are indignant.
American's indignation industry
makes neither shoes nor butter
nor poetry. Rather, it makes
mandatory blandness by practicing moral intimidation. Its
intimidation works on people
who can be intimidated By the
denial of the honor, such as it is,
of a degree from the hands of the
likes oTMcCaffrey.
Blandness in public utterance is encouraged by television
journalism which, because of
the tyranny of the clock, specializes in what are known, in televisionspeak, as "sound bites." It
defines, and distorts, individuals
with brief, telegenic "bites." A
nation that knew nothing of Secretary Bennett got its first
glimpme of him in a "sound
bite." He was saying that for
some students the cut in subsidies might mean having to forgo
a stereo or car or spring vacation at the beach.
A typical viewer probably got
this glimpse on television at
dinner time. The baby was crying and so was the Cuisinart, the
phone was ringing and so was
the viewer's head Because Billy,
14, had his cassette player blasting out Madonna's ''like a Virgin." It was all background
music for the 15-second sound

bite that introduced Bennett to
the nation.
Sound bites are more than
adequate to present all the
thoughts of some people. But
Bennett is not one of them. He is
the only member of the president's Cabinet who has spent his
life taking serious ideas seriously. That is what makes him
dangerous to the academic division of the indignation industry.
Bennett says that there can be
no "right" for every student to
attend the university of bis
choice. Anyone who disagrees
with that has a peculiar understanding of the allocation of public goods, especially goods such
as university admissions that
are valued in part because of the
various forms of status they can
confer.
Bennett says (well, he said it
once; he probably will not say it
again because departures from
blandness cause too much turmoil) this:
He can imagine not being dismayed if his son someday wants

Hie BG News conducted a
grave error in writing its editorial on Friday, Feb. IS. First,
Tbe BG News must realize the
difference between a discussion
and a proposal. A proposal is an
official action item once it
reaches the floor of the General
Assembly. The issue of alternate
financing for USG was only in
the discussion phase, waiting for
a report from the USG Finance
Committee. Tbe BG News also
made it seem as if I proposed
this alternative. Discussion
about this issue began two
weeks into this semester at our
retreat.
Second, 77K BG News made it
seem as if USG was asking for
an increase in financial backing
from the student body. This is
also a grave mistake. During a
telephone interview, I clearly
stated to the editorial editor that
a certain amount had not been
proposed because we were only
in the discussion phase.
Third, The BG News was correct in stating that nothing definite bad been proposed. At that
time, we did not know about
everything that oould take place
due to a different allocation
process. In no way had I stated
that money would be used as
salaries; in fact, that issue was
suggested from people outside of
USG. I ran for USG president to
serve the student body, not to
seek financial rewards.
This whole discussion occurred due to the restrictions
placed on the student body as to
where its money could be spent.
Malar issues for students currently are the budget for higher
education at the state and national levels, and tbe possibility
of the drinking age turning to 21.
USG is not allowed to spend
money for lobbying efforts in
support of students' interests.
Nor is it allowed to help students
In aiatt situations where the

But dishonorable?
The hysterical condemnation
of Bennett illustrates the moral
exhibitionism of people like McCaffrey. It also reveals that the
academic lobby - like, say, the
tobacco lobby, but with more
moral pretenses - has become
an organized appetite. Bennett
has interrupted Its concentration on the social pork barrel by
raising disturbing questions
about academic purposes and
competence.
McCaffrey's approach to controversy is not new. "Why
should we bother to reply to
Kautsky?" Lenin asked. "He
would reply to us, and we would
have to reply to his reply.
There's no end to that. It will be
quite enough for us to announce
that Kautsky is a traitor to the
working class, and everyone will
understand everything." McCaffrey should know that everyone understands him.
George Will Is a columnist for
tbe Washington Post Writers
Group.
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Letters
Editorial error-packed

the money saved for university
tuition to be used instead to start
a business.
Bennett is not expressing a
Philistine preference for money
over mind; he is expressing
dismay that so many universities serve the mind poorly. This
point, which he has been making
forcefully for three years as
head of the National Endowment for the Humanities, has
been missed by persons eager to
strike a pose of indignation.
Which brings us back to McCaffrey, who has disinvited Bennett. Why? "Because I find your
views to be directly contrary to
those held by me and our university of the Pacific..."
The aid plan Bennett defends
will preserve all aid for the least
affluent students who, without
aid, could not go to any college.
It would make less expensive
public institutions better able to
compete with private institutions, such as the University of
the Pacific, for middle-class students. The aid plan is debatable.

money does not benefit the entire student body. Lobbying
rights and emergency situations
are the issues at hand, not an
increase in finances for USG
(which has never been discussed).
I have been very willing to
discuss issues about USG with
Toe BG News, and I will continue because I believe that open
communication is essential on
this campus for the entire student body. In the future, I hope
that The BG News does not
continue to misrepresent the
facts about issues concerning
USG.
Bob Wade
President
Undergraduate Student Government

A well-done affair
Once again, the UAO, in cooperation with many campus organizations, did a splendid job of
bringing the carnival spirit to
Bowling Green for the annual
Mardi Gras charity benefit. The
University Union was transformed into a wonderland of fun
and fantasy where children and
adults alike were treated to
games, festive foods and dellgbtful decorations. The decorations which Included clever,
oversized cartoons and elaborate murals are worthy of special praise.
Mardi Gras was a welcomed
break from the dreary routine of
February- To all of those involved, we would like to say
thanks for inviting us, our children and other members of the
Bowling Green community to
share Mardi Gras with you.
Michael T. Martden
Hirli—a P. Marsdea
I 14t Tresss Ave.

Give Arabs a chance
Tbe BG News cartoon (Feb.
IS, p. 3) pictures the stereotypic
Arab sweating out the implications of falling petroleum prices.
Although there are strapped but
still wealthy Arab members of
OPEC (Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,
UAE, Qutar and Libya) the rest
are poor and up to their ears in
debt to western banks. The
OPEC dissidents who have undercut the pricing of the socalled cartel are Algeria, Iran,
Libya, Gabon and Nigeria, only
two of whom are Arab. But there
are other worried non-OPEC
members most interested in
maintaining price stability:
Britain, Norway, Mexico, the
USSR (the world's largest producer), and, yes, the United
States.
Tbe Arabs are not the only
ones sweating. Instead of gloating over Arab discomfiture, let's
consider the foolishness of returning to larger cars as we
gobble up our non-renewable
resources, lock ourselves for a
still longer period into heavy
petroleum use, and hasten the
day of higher prices and spot
shortages.
John G. Merriam
Associate Professor
Political Science

Join, don't whine
On tbe campus of Bowling
Green State University we are
faced with the problem of student apathy. There is only a
small percentage of students
who utilise their leadership abilities. This small percentage of
students are finding It hard to
carry tbe load for the many who
don't seem to care. How can
organizations of this campus
expect to reach their goals if
there axe very few in charge and
little feedback from apathetic
students? We want to give credit
to those students who realize the
importance of getting involved.

And to those who do not get
involved, we do not want to hear
your excuses or complaints
about all of the organizations on
campus. What happened to all
those high school class presidents; did they not come to BG?
Holding a position in an organization can enhance leadership
responsibilities that are very
useful in future careers. Our
involvement in USG is offering
us s better perspective on administrative procedures. Also,
we have found that we are able
to deal and communicate with
people more successfully because of this experience.
We feel that our views reflect
our concern for the students and
the University. We want you to
realize the importance of student involvement and appreciate our effort. It is unfortunate
that you ridicule your student
government and do not praise its
successes. We encourage you to
utilize the many opportunities
available on this campus and
take an active part. We commend those of you that have
taken the initiative to become
involved and made a positive
impact.
BradKrlder
USG Stndeat Welfare Committee
Mike McGreevey
USG Iateraal Affairs Committee
Mlchele Nemei
USG Academic Affairs

Correction
In Friday's edition of Friday, tbe BG News mag^n*
it was erroneously reported
that WFAL-FM and the University planetarium are presenting a snow titled "Star
TradS."
The show is actually a pro-

Local
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Credit, cash possible benefits

Co-op experience beneficial
byBcthMacy
reporter

Students wanting to avoid the
hassle of sending out resumes
and cover letters in hopes of
receiving an internship or a coop may find the University's
Cooperative Education Office
the right place to begin.
According to Judy Banks, assistant director of the Cooperative Education Program, a coop is an experimental program
designed to give students practical experience in their chosen
career area.
Although the program does
not generate credit itself, most
of the college departments
usually work in conjunction with
the program, enabling the students to receive anywhere from
one to 12 hours of credit for the
co-op, she said.

Co-ops are available during
spring, fall and summer terms,
and the success of the program
is increasing at a fast pace. "We
will grow 8 percent this year,"
said Bruce Smith, director, adding that 328 University students
were placed in co-ops as opposed
to last year's 287.
ALTHOUGH THE University
began its program a relatively
short time ago (1978), it is one of
the 20 largest of its kind out of
the 1,000 colleges and universities in the United States that
offer co-ops.
"We're really happy with the
success of it," Smith said. "It's
a direct reflection of the quality
academic programs at the University1 and of the quality students. '
Aside from the possibility of
gaining academic credit and

Dateline Tuesday, Cultural
Feb. 26
Conversation - What
Ethnic Arts Award - April 5 is
the deadline to submit ethnicoriented fold art projects for
the Flora Block Ethnic Arts
Award. For additional information call 372-2796.

do you know about Iceland?
Join Gunnar Valgeirsson for
a discussion of bis native
country. It will begin at 7 p.m.
in the Gold Lounge, Founders
Residence Hall.

invaluable experience, 96 percent of the co-ops generated by
the program are paying. The
pay rates vary depending on the
company.
Distribution percentages of
co-ops by college are Arts and
Sciences, 50 (47 percent of which
are in the field of computer
science); Business Administration, 33; Education, 4; Health
and Community Services, 2;
Musical Arts, 1; and School of
Technology. 10.
Geographically, most of the
Jobs are available in the Bowling
Green, Toledo and Findlay
areas, although there are others
available in different areas instate and out-of-state, Banks
said.
THE PROCESS of applying is
relatively simple, Banks said.
Study Skills Seminar - Topics
include note taking, concentration, and time management. Free and open to all,
the seminar runs from 1011:30 a.m. Sign up at the
Counseling ana Career Development Center.

MAC WOMEN'S SWIMMING
& DIVING CHAMPIONSHIPS

FEB. 28 - MAR. 2 Cooper Pool
SEE THE BEST IN THE MAC AT BGSU's COOPER
POOL FOR 3 DAYS THIS WEEK.
* BALL STATE' BOWLING GREEN ' EASTERN MICHIGAN •
' KENT STATE ' MIAMI' NORTHERN ILLINOIS * OHIO U. *
Tickets: 50* for BGSU students with an ID for all sessions. General Public tickets...
$2.00 for preliminary events, $3.00 for each final session. Tickets available at the
Memorial Hall Ticket Office and at Cooper Pool.
Preliminary events: 12 each day
Finals: 7:30 each evening

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers™
Free.

352-1539

HOURS:
4 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Sunday thru
Wednesday
4 p.m. -3 a.m.
Thursday thru
Saturday

FREE
6-Pack
of Cola

The co-op office then sends the
credentials to the respective emeloyers, who will then set up an
■terview via the co-op office.
"It's then only a matter of
time to wait for the employer to
decide," Banks said, adding that
about 60 percent of the students
have been placed in co-ops.
Director Smith attributes
their success to student awareness and organization. "Our
staff was cut by 40 percent two
years ago, and we've had to
regroup. Since then, we've become more aggressive and more
efficient."
Dateline, a service of toe
News, lists dates and times of
campus events. Submissions
by all organizations are welcome and must be turned in
typed and double-spaced one
week prior to the event.

Several residents of South
Prospect Street, next to the Armory, 212 E. Wooster St, were
In the first request for a at the hearing to voice objecwholesale-liquor permit since tions to the party.
the so-called "Manville Ordinance" was passed in June 1964,
"I can't imagine how the Naa University fraternity and so- tional Guard can tolerate using
rority were granted an "F" per- their building for this purpose,
mit to hold a benefit party in the said Ivan DenBesten, 1SS S.
National Guard Armory.
Prospect St.
The council voted 6-1 to grant
the permit at a public hearing
KEVIN BLAKE, Delta Tau
last night, with member William Delta member, said the counHerald voting no.
cil's refusal to allow the request
Delta Tau Delta fraternity and would not affect the party or the
Alpha Xi Delta sorority re- amount of beer bought for it.
quested a variance in the ordi- Had the request been denied,
nance, which allowed "F"- beer would have been bought at
permit parties only in city retail price.
parks.
The Armory does not allow
An "F" permit allows the liquor to be sold on the premises
holder to buy liquor at wholesale but the fraternity will sell coverprices and is granted only for a charge tickets in advance, Blake
specific event, held in a stated said. The terms of toe permit,
location during a stated time. set by the state, do not allow the
The permit is granted by the party to be advertised and reState Liquor Control Office but quire it to be open only to Delta
Bowling Green municipal law Tau Delta or Alpha Xi Delta
allows the city to determine members and their guests, said
whether the "F''-permit request Wesley Hoffman, municipal adcan be made.
ministrator.
by Don Lee
staff reporter

THE UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM ANNOUNCES
THE FOLLOWING PART-TIME POSITIONS FOR
THE 1985 SUMMER RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM.
(1) Asst. Dormitory Coordinator
(3) Tutor/Counselors
(2) Math Instructors
(1) Reading Instructor
(1) Speech Instructor

(1) English/Writing Instructor
(1) Black History Instructor
(1) American Gov't. Instructor
(1) American History Instructor
(1) Study Skills Instructor

All interested should contact the College Access Programs office in Rm.
301 Hayes Hall, Bowling Green State University, for an application.
Closing date for receipt of all applications is 5:00 pm, Friday, March 8,
1985.

Need cash
for break?
Enter

The KEY
Spring Break Giveaway

un

Get FREE 6 Pack
ol Cola with
any Urge 16
2-ttem or more
pizia

$100

Fail. Free Delivery'
Good ai location
listed

352-15 J»
1616 East wooster
Bowling Green
Expires: 3/17/85

Students should make an appointment to discuss the program with an adviser in the
Cooperative Education Office
(220 Administration). They are
then asked to turn in a resume
and a grade transcript.

Wholesale-liquor
permit granted

Si 00 oil any | item
IJ" doubles
purchase
Fast Free Delivery.

will be given away at a 5 p.m.

M»1M
8o»lir"> GrMo. C*

March 6 drawing.

E

1 Coupon Per Order

Expires: 3/17/85

(

'Shout "GO FALCONS!!!" when you order
your pizza and Domino's will donate 25* to

B.G.'s Track Team!

To qualify, order a 1985 KEY by 5 p.m. March 6
and be entered in the drawing. Orders are
being taken in the Union Foyer or the KEY
office, 310 Student Services. Or order by
calling 372-0086.
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Travelers may find CB's helpful

Residue gives
water bad taste

Highway help can be a call away when traveling with a radio
patrol departments and inform
them of the emergency, he said.
Walter McNeely, technician at
Jerry's CB Center, 450 W. Laskey in Toledo, said "Channel 9 is
the national emergency channel
receiving calls for help by police
and wreckers."

by Carole Hombcrger
staff reporter

With spring break less than
two weeks away, travel plans
are on the minds of many University students. For those who
plan to drive, to a vacation spot,
a citizens band radio (CB) may
be a good investment.
According to local CB users,
the radio can provide information on travel conditions and is
also a way to contact help if
something happens.

MCNEELY SAID this enables
travelers to get help in any state
by calling on Channel 9.
This emergency use is the
major reason why many people
buy a CB radio system today.
The CB craze has declined from
the 1970's and the demand for
them is not as large as it was, he
added.
Many manufacturers have
quit making CB's, McNeely
said. Only a few manufacturers
such as the the Uneden Company and the Midland Corporation are producing them now.
McNeely said the best types to
buy are the medium priced units
that ranee in cost from $100 to
$150 with an antenna costing
between $30 to $35. These are the
portable units which can be

Set. Ron Born, of the Ohio
Highway Patrol in Toledo, said
every police department in the
country monitors citizens band
radio Channel 9 - an emergency
service channel.
Weather permitting, and with
the ability to travel the distance.
Born said the Highway Patrol
will answer any type of emergency call, such as accidents.
If his department picks up a
call from a distance and they
cannot get to it fast enough, they
will radio ahead to other state

r—

'1
I

One large 1-rtem pizza
Free Delivery

5

L——■—

I
352-3551
—■■„,
.J

•w - vJfytanaeni&nt

taken off when the car is parked
to reduce the chance of theft.
He said there are higher
priced units available which include an AM-FM digital radio
and cassette player for those
who wish their set to be unseen
and permanent. The cost is
about $279.
These radios usually produce
power of five to 10 watts; however, some people illegally boost
the power of a unit to 15 to 100
watts. This allows them to acquire more distance and to talk
louder.
HE ADDED some of the better
CB's have a switch you can push
which automatically changes
you from the regular channels to
the emergency channel.
These other channels are primarily used for normal conversation and information.
McNeely said there is a language code most people follow,
But It can easily be learned.
The code stems from the old
systems band code using such
numbers as "10-4" - meaning
affirmative, "10-99" -meaning a
need for a restroom stop and
"10-20" - meaning the location
of the driver. Of course, he said,
everyone has a "handle" - the
nickname of the driver.

The Federal Communications
Commission, (FCC), does have
some regulations as to what can
be said on the air, such as bad
language, but McNeely said,
most people do not follow them.
However, anyone purchasing a
CB must obtain a license from
the FCC before using the unit.
Applications for FCC licenses
can be issued by way of the
retailer and some applications
come with the unit
McNeely said Channel 19 is
used mostly for travel information.
Road conditions ahead,
weather and the locations of
highway patrol officers are
available on Channel 19.
BORN SAID the dissemination of this information is great
for the police force because it
actually helps them do their Job.
"It alerts you that we are
there and makes you watch your
driving and speed," he said. "Of
course, you should (watch your
driving) anyway but some people start thinking of other things
rather than their driving."
Born said that in addition to
the Highway Patrol, the Sheriff
departments and City Police
departments monitor them in
most towns.

by Don Lee
staff reporter

Bowling Green's water is
starting to get "that taste"
again, and in the words of the
city's water treatment superintendent, "it could get worse
before it gets better/'
Ron Merrill said the water
system was having "normal
problems for this time of the
year with the ice and the
(Maumee) River on the ramSpring in Bowling Green is
usually marked by a disagreeable taste and odor in
the city water which Merrill
said is not harmful.
Merrill said the problem
stems from winter residues such as road salt - running off
the 6,700 square miles of land
in Ohio, Michigan and Indiana
which are drained by the Maumee River system. Bowling
Green's water is pumped from
a site on the Maumee River
three miles west of Waterville,
Ohio.
Residue drainage from
Bowling Green is not a problem since the land in the area
is drained by the Portage

River system, which empties
into Lake Erie near Port Clinton, Ohio, Merrill said.
SOME OF the residue reacts
with the chlorine put in the
city water as a disinfectant,
causing the unpleasant
"earthy*' taste and odor
usually present this time of
year, Merrill said.
The problem usually occurs
after the first breakup and
melting of ice on the Maumee
River, he said. The breakup
process usually occurs either
as one massive break or several small ones, resulting in
periods when the water picks
up the taste and odor, Merrill
said.
"This year the river's really
up," he said. "It all went up
(broke up) at one time... this
may clean it (the river) out
good... It (the water) isn't as
potent as it tastes," he said.
'•It doesn't take much - only
parts per billion to give it the
Merrill said the taste and
odor are countered somewhat
by using chemicals to oxidize
the contaminants in the water
or filtering it through charcoal
to take them out.

Junkanoo geared to BGSCI students
by Deborah Schmook
staff reporter

"Junkanoo," an annual celebration in the Bahamas marking
the end of slavery, features costume contests and parades with
cow bells, noise makers, and
drums.
But in Bowling Green, "Jun-

| Haircut

kanoo" refers to a carnival-type
event sponsored by the University's Minority Student Activities
(MSA). It will be held on Saturday, March 2, from 6-10 p.m. in
the Northeast Commons.
The event has been held at the
University during Sib's weekend
since 1980, said Deanna Okoiti,
director of MSA. She said "Jun-

kanoo" will be geared more
toward University students this
year and will not be held during
Sib's weekend.
MSA's version of the celebration will feature tournaments, games and
entertainment. Okoiti said the
University's 30 minority organizations will have booths to either
sell food or sponsor games.
OKOITI SAID the tournaments are free to enter and will
include games such as backgammon, cards, chess and
checkers. At the same time.

Good thru F.b. 26
bring coupon

g Hours

relay games and other activities
will take place.
Local entertainment acts are
being planned and horror movies will be shown continuously in
a smaller area of the Commons,
Okoiti said.
She said music will be provided by the DBC band, which
plays a variety of reggae and
contemporary music. They were
chosen since reggae music is
popular in the Caribbean where
'■Junkanoo" takes place, she
added.

■ Mon,-9:30-5:00
■ T,W,TH,-9:30-6:30

|Fri, -9:30-7:00
I Sat. -9:30-4:00

Futurecopies I—
< At kinko's. t=

DOM
not
Includa
shampoo

■ THE HAIR REPAIR
"When quality coma* Aral"

located In the Stadium
im View Shopping Center
Lola
Leah

M
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OFF-CAMPUS LIVING

Flyers...ReadingSelections...Proposals...
Contracts...Letters...LegalBriefs...Forms...
Agreements...AppraisaJs...Estimates...House PlansOpen 7 Days
354-3977

J20% OFF PERM OR HAIRCUT
Thru Feb. 26 with this coupon

Annette

Nicole

Your Business Prof will tell you
that LOCATION is the single
most important element in Real
Estate.
Your friends (and our residents)
will tell you how nice it is to live
in a location only three minutes
from Classrooms, the Ad
Building, Student Book Exchange, Clothing Store, Mark's
Pizza Pub, University Cleaners,
Dorsey's Drugs, Sterling Convenience Storer Banks and many
other businesses.

325 E. WOOSTER (Acrot • fromTaco tall)

THE NIGHT
OF THE YEAR!

Kathy

Laurie Ann

Other Apartment Owners have
told us CAMPUS MANOR is the
PREMIER LOCATION for
student off-campus living.
Lisa

Ask about our specialties
• Weavings • Highlighting
• Facials • Manicures
• Make-up demos .
3he ,?Jwuin4jvm#nJ
Design
Hairr, Skin, and Nail Designers
181 (B) S. Main,
352-4101
Bowling Green
352-4143

We will tell you that CAMPUS
MANOR is a great place to live.
Visit CAMPUS MANOR » the closeby apartments.

OFFICE - 505 Clough Street, B-15
PHONE - 352-9302
24 hours answering service

Falcons
vs.

Northern

linois

Wed. Feb. 27

1. Women's game at 5:30
2. Men's game at 8:00
3. First 1.000 fans receive FOAM CAN HOLDERS,'compliments
of Old Milwakee
4. TWA-AAA Florida Trip Winner S*l«ct«xJ
5. Frieda & Freddie "beheaded"
6. See NIU freshman sensation Kenny Bottle
7. Pommerettes at halftime
8. Falcon Pep Band
i
9. Lost home game for seniors Bryant, Swint, Taylor, & Thomas

DON'T MISS
THIS ONE!
Bsar=3Baan
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ARE

PLEASED

TO

ANNOUNCE
OUR CONTINUED SERVICE
TO BOWLING GREEN
BG News/ Joe Phelan

Conferring

After the final session of the Greek Leadership Conference ended on Saturday afternoon Carrie
Clark, Miami University, Tom Qulnn, Youngstown State, and Tina Allevato. Central Michigan University,
discuss what they learned and how to apply It when they get back to their own schools. Several hundred
Greek students from three states attended the conference held In the Union this weekend.

Lease

(Continued from page !)■

Hie time limit for cancelling
the lease is reduced from 21
days in the Ann Arbor model
lease to three days, and the
provision allowing the renter's
parents to assume joint responsiblity will be left out, Ruggiero
said.
"I DONT think the parents
should assume responsibility for
their student if they send him off

Seniors
In such a case, a student has
four weeks to get the grade
turned in.
McOmber said problems will
arise with 10 percent of the students' applications. She also
said that of this 10 percent, two
to three percent of the applications received by Registration
are "non-graduation."
. ONE MONTH before graduation, seniors will receive a letter
of instructions in their on-campus mailboxes concerning the
commencement ceremony. Students are asked to respond even
if they are not attending.
The May 11 commencement
will be held in the stadium -

to college," he said. "Students
should be responsible (for keeping their side of a lease
agreement)."
Ruggiero said three days was
enough time to allow a student to
change his or her mind about a
lease, comparing it to cancellation times allowed in insurance
policies.
Landlords who refused to use

the model lease would be excluded from participating in the
SCU Housing Fair and would not
be listed in the Housing Guide,
he said.
The same measures are already taken against those landlords who do not sign the
University's agreement against
discrimination in housing, he
said.

(Continued from page 1)
unless it rains. McOmber said
the planning committee has not
yet met to work out all the final
plans, such as what will happen
U it does rain.

The ceremony usually lasts
two hours. Individual names are
not read for the May graduation
because of the large number of
people graduating.

THE HAIR-IN (Formerly Macy's)
WILL REMAIN OPEN DURING
UHLMAN'S RENOVATION OF THEIR
NEW LOCATION.

The salon will be closed
Feb. 24 through March 3,
and re-open March 18,
with the hours of
9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday
(Please use back door)

Bring this coupon for
Our Famous ONION RINGS
S-J50
Hurry.' Offer expires March JS"

jr\a/j/ma/i± Downtown

%

Good Mon/Tues evening 9-12

ATTENTION PHOTOGRAPHERS!
/fa. »oac»Mn.i»ACAa-n

Is looking for PHOTOGRAPHERS who would like to be
published in the Spring, 1985, photo section. All kinds of
photography welcome! Please submit at least six (6)black and
white prints (at least 5"x 7") by MARCH 7 at 5:00 pm in the
Miscellany mailbox, 103 University Hall. Prints can be
returned. Mark entries with name, address and phone number.
Questions? Contact the editor also at the Miscellany mailbox.

American Minorities
&

Free Enterprise
A Lecture By

JAMES
MEREDITH
* First Black to attend the
University of Mississippi
* Civil Rights Activist
* Developer of (J.S.A.Africa businesses

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY26, 7:30p.m.
115 EDUCATION BUILDING

GLEMBY
—£

News Briefs
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Antl- satellite missile test delayed until June

Celeste suggests tabling budget resolution

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Reagan administration is delaying its test of an anti-satellite missile
from March until June, administration sources
said yesterday, In a move that could improve the
atmosphere for next month's nuclear arms talks
in Geneva.
The Soviet Union had last year demanded a
moratorium on anti-satellite tests as a condition
for resuming arms control negotiations. The administration refused, but sources now say the test
has been put off for technical reasons.
Two officials said in separate interviews that
the delay in the anti-satellite test also could be

WASHINGTON (AP) - Gov. Richard Celeste
said yesterday that the Reagan administration's
deficit-reducing approach is to "pick the pockets"
of the states ana suggested that fellow governors
table their proposed budget resolution because the
White House is unwilling to be responsive.
Celeste and other members of the National
Governors' Association met with Reagan and
Budget Director David Stockman at the White
House to ask questions about the administration's
proposed budget. That spending plan cuts into
domestic programs and calls for the elimination
of several programs considered vital to state and
local governments.

linked to the resumption of arms control talks with
Moscow in Geneva on March 12, but they did not
know this for a fact and said they did not know the
nature of the technical difficulties.
Nevertheless, the timing of the delay seems
fortuitous because launching the controversial
test on the eve of the Geneva talks could have
soured the atmosphere for the negotiations, which
are expected to be difficult enough as it is.
"IT IS HELPFUL to the talks, said a senior
State Department official, who. like other sources,
spoke on condition he not be identified.

Akron welfare offices reopen after strike
AKRON (AP) - Summit County welfare offices
reopened yesterday afternoon after a temporary
restraining order was issued to limit the number
of pickets by employees protesting wages and
caseloads.
The strikers, members of Local 2696 of the
American Federation of State (Ar'CME), County
and Municipal Employees, set up pickets yester-

day morning at the Summit County Human Services Department and the Ohio Building downtown.
The Ohio Building houses office* of the county
executive and county council.
Union officials said their strike was both the
first welfare workers' strike as well as the first
AFSCME strike under Ohio's public employee
collective bargaining law.

Former diplomat accused of attending orgy
OSLO, Norway (AP) - A government prosecutor
alleged yesterday that former diplomat Arne
Treholt was photographed during an orgy at a
private party in Moscow and was blackmailed into
spying for the Soviet Union.
Chief Prosecutor Lars Qvigstad outlined the
state's case against Treholt at the opening of
Norway's most sensational spy trial.
He accused Treholt of providing information
about NATO nuclear weapons and their possible
use in wartime, of revealing defense arrangements in NATO's northern frontier with the Soviet

Union and of giving Moscow inside reports on the
i of top Western leaders.
,_:ad said many aspects of the case were too
__ for open court, but he described secret
meetings in Vienna, Helsinki, New York and Oslo
and messages left in automobile exhaust pipes
and toilets and on tables in a United Nations
library. He said Treholt also provided information
to Iraq.
Chief Judge Astri Sverdrup read 15 pages of
accusations. Treholt, 42, once considered a star of
Norway's Foreign Ministry, stood calmly in the
dock and denied the charges.

ROCKLEDGE MANOR
LARGE APARTMENTS

Falwell rallies against abortion, for school prayer
AKRON (AP) - The United States stands at the
threshhold of a spiritual awakening, and part of
that will be the outlawing of abortion, the Rev.
Jerry Falwell said yesterday.
Falwell, 51,spoke to a crowd of more than 500 at
the Cascade Plaza Holiday Inn as part of a 280-city
fund-raising tour for the Liberty Baptist College in
Lynchburg, Va. Other stops were planned in
Cleveland, Youngstown and Toledo.

"Most Americans have been duped into believing that abortion is no more than a removal of
tissue or a minor operation," said Falwell,
founder of the Moral Majority.
But, he said, "A mother in her right mind will
never kill her baby."
Falwell said the 1960s were a "wild period"
spurring "two horrendous court rulings" - the end
of prayer in schools and the legalization of abortion.

Three escaped prisoners at large, one captured
LIMA, Ohio (AP) - Three prisoners, two of them
serving life sentences for murder, remained at
large yesterday after they crawled through an
underground passageway to escape from the
Lima Correctional Facility. A fourth prisoner was
recaptured within hours of the escape, authorities
said.
Those still at large were identified as Terry Lee
Patterson, 38, of Ashtabula County, and Allen Jett,
a, of Clark County, both serving life terms for
murder; and Ronald Nicholas, 27, serving a 17-to65-year term for several felonies in Medina,

Summit and Portage counties.
A fourth man, James Walling, 55, of Wayne
County, was recaptured shortly alter midnight on
Ohio Route 81 north of Lima by the State Highway
Patrol. Walling was serving a 20-to-50-year term
for aggravated robbery, felonious assault of a
peace officer and a firearms violation, according
to prison captain Thomas Judd.
Judd said the four men escaped between 6:30
Cm. and 8:30 p.m. Sunday by cutting through bars
i reach a passageway from a regular prison
block to a dormitory for honor prisoners.

ATTENTION MINORITY STUDENTS
FINANCIAL AID WORKSHOP:
Limas Forte ■ Asst. Director, 7:00 p.m.

• Two bathrooms • Garbage disposal
• Dishwasher • Laundry facilities available
-Plenty of extra storage spaceLocated on corner of S. College and 6th
Call 352-3841, 12-4 p.m. or 354-2260

BLACK STUDENT UNION: GENERAL MEETING
Talk with Executive Council, 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, February 27
* Topics of interest will be discussed*
Amani Room
Refreshments

John Newlove, Real Estate
CANSKIN X, NOT JUST FOR DANCING

"I think that the approach by the president, his
budget directors and others is to pick the pockets
of state government in an effort to move toward a
more balanced budget." Celeste said following the
hour-long meeting. "It's like getting mugged."
The association's executive committee on Sunday approved a resolution calling for a spending
freeze during the next fiscal year in which the
defense spending would be restricted the same as
most domestic programs. It also would support a
constitutional amendment that would require a
balanced budget and give the president authority
to veto individual items in appropriations bills.

FISHFRV!
All-Wi-can-Eat
A
fisMini^onl^99
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WINTER SPECIAL

$4.75

13 In. On*
Item Plixo.

Ph. 352-5166
203 North main
Open 4 p.*.

Additional hems 75« ea
»«iwuvi»»

VOTEDKSTPIIWINIG.

c-K„rhywi.to Expires 3/15/85 I

on* coupon per pliia

baked

^withbutterKids 10 and
under only I1™-

UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENTS
William Shakespeare's

AS YOU LIKE IT

Danskin Leotard Sale
Save 25%-50% on our
ENTIRE STOCK
Open Tues. Eve 'til 9:00 p.m

DL PoU, Puff
525 Ridge Si.
Plenty of FREE PARKING

'352-6225
Toes, til 9 p.m.

Bowling Green:
1544 E.Wooster Street
352-0461
CIN6Pon«niM.lnc.

eBe^AeYMMBhefeel ■ J

PC IT

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR
*Heat *Water
*Cable
*Trash Removal
All included
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT
OF $10.00 PER MONTH IF
LEASE
IS SIGNED BY MARCH 31
Locations available just 6 blocks from campus
400 E. Napoleon

352-9135

February 2l-23
and
February 27-March 2
Main Auditorium
8:00 p.m.
Students ^.OO
Adults U.OO

9-5 Weekdays, Evenings by appointment

JA-

CALL 372-2719 FOR RESERVATIONS
W
M —■*»— H
M

W

ENJOY GOOD LIVING WITH
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Phone 352-9378

835 High St. ■ Rental Office
Locofd at Chwrywood Hmolth Spa
9:00 - 4:30

HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT-8th & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6th & 7th
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

Monday - Friday

Features:
2 bedroom-carpeted £ furnished
Gat heat - gos cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only electric
Lots of closet space
11/2 bath

Special Features
I
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which .
has been built features the following:
• Sun Lamps
• Shower massage
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Metos Sauna
* Complete Exercise Facilities and equipment
• Indoor Heated Pool
Other Rental*
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished ft Unfurnished

Sports
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B doesn't gat onr bettor than thisf'

leers win right to extend home season
Sieve Qulnn
M*l«ant sports editor

CHICAGO - Entering the series with
Illinois-Chicago, Bowling Green only
needed one win to secure a home ice
spot in the first round of the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association tournament, and at least a tie for fourth place.
Instead, the Falcons won both
games, 6-4 and 8-5, and ended the
regular season with sole possession of
fourth place and a 17-15 CCHA mark.
The Falcons will host the same UIC
Flames next weekend in the opening
round, which follows a two-game total
goal format.
The sweep also meant that BG is the
only CCHA team UIC had not defeated
during the regular season.

In clinching home ice, the Falcons
fought off a late third period surge by
tbeFTamee. With BG leading 5-2, UIC
responded with two goals and kept the
momentum going before calling a time
out with 4:15 remaining.
However, BG regainded the momentum and Brian Meharry netted his 12th
goal of the year with 1:19 left. Meharry
came off th e bench and skated toward
the slot putting a slapshot past Jim
Hickey.
"There were two guys in front of the
net and two up top," Meharry said. "I
tried to cut in between them. We just
wanted to check hard and check close.
We had to tighten up."
IT WAS THE fore checking Meharry
spoke of that led to the final goal as

Jamie Wansbrough and Rob Urban
earned assists.
"We wanted to keep the puck in their
zone so they wouldn't pull the goalie,"
Wansbrough said. "I Just came up
along the boards with number three
(Shawn Cronin) and put it back in the
corner to Rob Urban. He passed it out
and Meharry fired it in. It was a
helluva shot. What a relief that was."
A balanced attack keyed the win as
Andy Gribble, Rob Urban and Daryn
Fersovich each chipped in a goal.
Urban was credited with the gamewinner as he came down left wing in
the first period and went to Hickey's
short side with just 1:35 expired in the
third period. He finished the game with
a goal and three assists.
"'They get confidence from playing,"

York said of the fourth line. "But they
still have to earn their time."
Dave Randerson also took part of the
balanced attack when he recorded
three goals and two asissts. He notched
the game-winner in the second game.
THE SENIOR was teamed with
George Roll and Paul Ysebaert, who
spent most of the season teamed up
with BG's leading scorer Wansbrough.
"When I broke up that line, I was
trying to distribute the goal scoring,"
York said.
As far as distribution goes, Randerson's line produced four goals; Meharry's line scored three; Wansbrough's
line scored twice, while Urban's recorded four.
With home ice secured after the first
game, BG had nothing at stake for the

second game. And in the opening
stanza it looked as though the Falcons
might suffer their first loss to the
Flames.
In the first 11:12, UIC grabbed a 3-0
lead on goals by Tom Aunquist, Coin
Chin, and Scott Knutson.
BG closed the gap on an Don Barber
power play goal. From there it was all
The Falcons poured in three goals in
the second and four in the third. After
they grabbed a one-goal lead at the epd
of the second, Chin knotted the score at
four at 1:23 in the third,
THE SECOND game was marred
with 36 penalties, totaling 82 penalty
minutes. UIC head coach said the penalties effected the type of game
• See Hockey on page 8

Gymnastics

BG, Kosmerl
topple WMU
by Tom SkemiviU
sports reporter

She's not Mary Lou Retton,
but one must start to wonder
how much Bowling Green gymnast Tiffany Kosmerl can aciday night Kosmerl added
more fuel to that question by
scoring a 9.55 on the floor exercise, giving her the highest
score a BG gymnast has ever
accomplished in an individual
event.
Kosmerl's feat was the
grand finale of a tremendous
team performance in which
BG handed Western Michigan
their first loss by a 174.85-171.60
score.
The Broncos did not look like
a 12-0 team after being dominated by the Falcons, who have
been struggling as of late.
Coach Charles Simpson saw
the outburst of high scores
coming all week.
"We were due for a big one,"
Simpson said. "We've been
trying so hard lately that I
think it's hurt us. We tried to
relax and not try so hard."
Although the night featured
superb performances from
several gymnasts, Kosmerl
stole the show. From beginning
to end, the sophomore from
Mentor controlled the meet.
KOSMERL STARTED by
placing first on the vault with a
9.0. She then bettered that by
scoring a 9.25 on the balance
beam, also good for first place.
This set the stage for the
dramatic floor exercise. Kosmerl dazzled the audience and
obviously the judges in making
school history with her 9.5£
The previous high score was a
9.35, also on the floor, set by
both Laurie Garee in 1982 and
none other than Kosmerl on
Jan. 26.

"I really tried hard for this
meet," Kosmerl said. "We've
had some off meets lately."
Kosmerl now owns BG records on the floor and balance
beam and continues to improve
each week.
"She is the best gymnast I
have seen since "ve been
here," team captain Leslie
Schipper said. "She should do
well in the regionals."
Kosmerl's performance was
highlighted since she practiced
very little all week due to a
back injury. The injury forced
her to miss the previous week's
meet.
"I strained muscles last
week and they hurt a little
Friday, but I tried not to think
about it," Kosmerl said.
KOSMERL WAS not alone in
the Falcons' biggest victory of
the year. Schipper remained
on a tear by placing second on
the vault and uneven bar exercises.
The biggest surprise of the
night wasuie Falcon tumblers
performance on the balance
beam. The beam had not been
kind to BG this year until Friday's meet.
The Falcon gymnasts took
the top five positions in the
event, giving Simpson much
needed relief to his squad's
biggest problem.
"We went in very aggresive
and just wanted to stay on the
beam," Simpson said. "Ellen
Dicola and Mary Pat Fan- set
it off and that gave the other
girls confidence."
Gretchen Van Haitsma, Lisa
Schulman, Fan- and Maria Dechiara finished behind Kosmerl to complete the sweep of
the beam.
Shelley Staley finished third
all around, by coming in the
top five in three exercises, and
• See Gymmasts page 8

Bowling Green gymnast Leslie Schipper consentrates Intensely as she
witches the action in Friday's win over Western Michigan in BG's

Eppler North. The Falcons edged the Broncos. 174.85 to 171.6, l
their record to 8-5.

Rocket
Falcons defensed right out of tourney KO's BG women

UlpissmsJeejwish.

by Marc Delph
sports editor

TOLEDO - Bowling Green coach John
Weinert tried Just about everything to stop
the Rocket express Saturday night, but the
only thing that gave him any semblance of
satisfaction came after the game.
Weinert, in unusually good spirits after
getting trounced by Toledo, 74-65, confiscated a hotdog from the University.
"I gotta come out of Centennial Hall with
something,'' he said. "A hotdog is usually all
I get out of here with."
Weinert has walked away from Centennial Hall with a hotdog eight times in his
nine-year tenure as BG coach, winning just
once, back in 1978.
.
Over 9,200 fans were on hand Saturday,
the largest of the season in Centennial, even
though the game featured the Mid-American Conference's ninth place team - the
Falcons - against its third place team and
preseason favorite - UT.
MAYBE IT WAS the intense rivalry developed through the years. Or maybe the
factBG had won its three previous games in
somewhat impressive fashion.
"Toledo is a good team, Weinert said.
"A very good team at home. We won against
three teams that don't run a pressure defense. Today we played a team that played a
lot of pressure defense."
Theltocket defense forced BG to shoot a
horrible 28<<-70,40 percent from the field.
"We couldn't throw it In Lake Erie,"
Weinert said. "We shot 40 percent on the

nose, and that's not very good. Toledo has
been a good defensive team the nine years
I've been here."
On the flip side of the coin, it appeared UT
couldn't miss, shooting 33-of-60 from the
field, 55 percent.
Most prevalent were long range gunners
Bob Borcherdt, who had a career high 22
points, Jay Gast (19 points) and freshman
Mark German (14).
"THERE ARE A lot of sophisticated
defenses today and you're going to have to
shoot well from the outside," UT coach
Bobby Nichols said. "Sometime during 40
minutes they're going to make you snoot
from the outside and If you have a bad spell
it costs you. Overall, I thought those three
outside shooters of ours did a nice job."
"They've got a lot of great shooters, and
they au seemed to shoot well tonight,"
Weinert said. "We needed to have a hand in
their faces, and we didn't. We were out there
on defense with our hands down."
Toledo remained In third place in the
conference with a 104 record while BG all
but dropped out of MAC tournament contention at Ml.
"I'd say our chances of making the tournament are slim and none, and slim just left
town," Weinert said.
But in the first half BG played like there
was no tomorrow, keeping pace with the
Rockets behind a shooting dual between
Gast and Falcon guard Keith Taylor. Taylor
bad 14 first-half points, compared to 12 for
Gast, but UT held a 3884 hafitime lead.
THE OPENING minutes of second half

proved to be the difference, as Nichols said
he stressed a control game, not wanting a
close contest near the end. The Rockets
scored an amazing 20 points in their first 11
possessions and held a commanding 64-48
lead with under 10 minutes to go.
Another Nichols' strategy, however, went
astray, but obviously didn't effect the outcome.
"We emphasized trying to stop Taylor,"
he said. "But we didn't do that and I don't
know if it can by done. We also wanted to
control Freddie Bryant, and we didn't do a
very good job at that, either."
Taylor had a team-high 20 points while
Bryant, Weinert's new-found, 6-10 sensation,
had 13points and nine rebounds.
The Falcons play their last home game of
the season tomorrow night against Northern
Illinois.
Toledo 74

Epperson, 88-15; Gast, 9-1-19; Borcherdt, 94-22; Lange, 0-0-0; Smith, 0-0-0: German, 70-14; Bumham, 1-0-2; Lyle, 88-0; Sonnenberg, 1-0-0. TOTALS: SJ-WS.
Bowling Green 85
Bryant, 4-8-13; Booker, 80-12; Taylor, 18020; Robinson, 5-2-12; Shook, 1-0-2; Martenet, 80-0; Nass, 1-2-4: Thomas, 0O-0;
Miller, 1-0-2. TOTALS: 28-846.

by Ron Fritz
sports reporter

TOLEDO - Last place teams
aren't supposed to come back
from a 16-point deficit and beat a
team that is contending for a
post-season tourney.
Unfortunately, nobody told
Toledo's women's basketball
team.
The Rockets, who occupy the
basement in the MAC standings
with a 4-11 mark, overcame
BG's 224 lead in the first stanza
to down the Falcons, 6944, Saturday in UT's Centennial Hall.
"This is a whole season for
us," UT coach Steve Mix said.
"We're 8-18 and haven't had too
many good moments, but this
makes up for all the other
losses."
The loss dropped the Falcons
to 88 in the MAC and 11-12
overall. BG is now tied for fifth
with Eastern Michigan. Central
Michigan tops the conference
with a 13-3 mark. Western Michigan is next at 12-4 and Miami is
third with an 114 record. Northera Illinois is in fourth at 94 with
a game yet to be made up.
For the Falcons to make the
four-team tourney March 8-9 in
Centennial Hall, Northern Illinois has to lose two of its next
three games (Ball State, BG and
EMU). Plus, for the tiebreaker,
Miami has to beat either WMU
and EMU needs to win both

games for the Falcons to make it
into the tournament.
"IT'S GOING to be tough, but
we are still hanging in Sere,"
BG coach Fran Vollsaid. "This
loss to Toledo makes things
much more difficult for us."
The Falcons took a quick 120
lead behind Rhonda Moore's six
points. With 14:52 remaining,
Rocket Liz Meiring hit a short
jumper to put her team on the
scoreboard.
BG stretched its lead to 224
with 12:00 left, but everything
was uphill from there for the
Falcons. Behind Meiring, the
Rockets slowly chipped away at
BG's lead and with 2:48 remaining, had closed the gap to 31-28.
Moore hit a baseline jumper
to give the Falcons a five point
lead, but UT's Karen Mattimore
responded with two free throws
with 1:45 left. Michelle Morgan
Save the Rockets their first lead
! the game, 36-35, by canning
two charity tosses and scoring a
layup on an offensive rebound
with 53 seconds remaining.
WITH 23 SECONDS to go,
BG's Dawn Brown was fouled
and hit the front end of a oneand-one to tie the game at 36. UT
had a chance to take a lead into
the locker room, but Peg Liberatore missed a jump shot at the
buzzer.
"We could have easily folded
when they took that big lead, but
• See Falcons on page 8
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Rose warms up for chase;
enters 94 hits shy of Cobb

Hockey
Continued from page 7
played.

"It throws the same off a lot,"
Belmonte said. "line rotations
are thrown off. Guys that are not
on the penalty lulling team miss
shifts.
"It was a funny game," he
added. "We'll have to play much
better in the playoffs. The game
is over and the season is behind
us. The playoffs are ahead of us
and it's a new season, new lights
and new bodys. Everybody
Soing to have to play with the
urts."
Not playing in the series was
sophomore Ray Staszak, UIC's
leading scorer, but is expected
to be back for the playoffs.
"Right now, I'm concerned
about the playoffs," York said.
"Nothing comes easy. Chicago
will be a formidable opponent."

TAMPA. Fla. (AP) - During a break in the usual training-camp routine, Cincinnati
Reds player-manager Pete
Rose got his bat and took a
few swings against pitching
coach Jim Kaat.
It's not often that a majorleague pitching coach gets to
throw batting practice to his
manager. This scene was
even more unusual for the
history involved.
"What's this? Fifty years of
experience?" said Rose, who
is just 94 hits shy of Ty Cobb's
record as he enters his 23rd
major-league season.
"It's more like an oldtimers' game," said Kaat, the
only pitcher in major-league
history to work in 25 seasons.

r"plTFrYp7zzA"""l

j 352-1596
440 E. Court
$1 OFF MEDIUM 2 OR
j
MORE ITEM PIZZA
j
■

FREE DELIVERY

Hair Unlimited
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Rose lashed a line drive to
left field and yelled to Kaat,
"I think the last time I faced
you I got a knock just like

Cincinnati as player-manager. It's Kaat's first experience as pitching coach, but
Rose has given him plenty of
freedom to work with the
Reds'staff.
"Pete has put me in absolute charge of the pitchers,"
Kaat said. "That is a big vote
of confidence. That's the big
reason I wanted to work under a manager like Pete.

if THAT'S right, it would
have been one of Rose's 4,097
major-league hits - and one of
the 4,620 given up by Kaat in
his career. Kaat takes the
joking with good humor.
"Fun. That's what this
game is." Kaat said. "You
have to keep things moving.
That's one reason Pete hired
roe as .pitching coach. He and
I have the same approach to
the game. Obviously, I don't
have 4,000 hits, but I've given
up 4.000 hits."
Rose hired Kaat last August shortly after returning to

FalCOflS

"TOO OFTEN, I've seen
pitching coaches who have
three or fther guys trying to
help out with the pitchers.
That is often detrimental.
That isn't going to happen
here. It's apparent because of
what Pete said. That's a nice
feeling to have."

Percision
Haircuts for $.00
Including Blow Dry

I

HATTTESBURG, Miss. (AP) Junior forward Baskerville
Holmes scored 17 points and
pulled down six rebounds to lead
fourth-ranked Memphis State to
a 78-63 Metro Conference basketball victory over Southern
Mississippi last night.
The victory wrapped up the
regular season Metro Conference title for the Tigers, who are
now 12-1 in the league and 23-2
overall. The Golden Eagles
dropped to 7-19 overall and 3-10
in the league.
Memphis State led 13-10 early
in the ball game, but reeled off
six unanswered points to take a
19-10 lead and they took that lead
into the lockerroom at 38-29.
At the start of the second half,
the Golden Eagles cut the Memphis State lead to 39-33 but the

Tigers responded with nine
straight points to take a 15-point
lead and the Golden Eagles
could get no closer the rest of the
way.
the Tigers got another IS
points from sophomore center
William Bedford and 12 from
freshman guard Vincent Askew
and 10 from junior guard Andre
Turner.
The Golden Eagles were led
by guards Kenny Siler and Michael Jett, each with 12 points,
and senior forward James Williams who added 11.
The Tigers shot a strong 65.2
percent in the first half and
finished the game connecting on
53.7 percent of their field goals.
The Golden Eagles managed to
hit just 38.7 percent of their
shots.

BG WAS LED by Moore with
29 points. Stephanie Coe added
14 points and Joelyn Shoup had
11 points and 13 rebounds.
UT was paced by Meiring
with 24 points and 14 rebounds.
Mattimore scored 13 and Morgan added 12 for the Rockets.
"We were really psyched up
cominginto the game, Meiring
said. 'This really gives us confidence for next season."

Mix also believes the win
gives his team a lift. "We are
starting to scrap and fight," he
said. ''You could just see us
build confidence when we took
the lead. We still have two
games left, so maybe this game
will lift us up for those games."
The Falcons will host Northern Illinois for their last home
game tomorrow at 5:30 in Anderson Arena.

Continued from page 7

we hung in there," Mix said. "I
think we got embarassed and
wanted to show them we could
play."
In the second half, the lead
went back and forth, until with
7:28 remaining, the Rockets
took a 54-51 lead on a Meiring
turnaround jumper. The Falcons' Joelyn Shoup hit a free
throw to make it a two-point
game, but UT scored the next

six points to take a 60-52 advantage with 5:30 remaining.
The Falcons closed the gap to
6^60 with 2:12 left on a Brown
jump shot, but UT's Meiring and
Liberatore hit timely shots for
the five-point upset win.
"This is a feather in Toledo's
cap," Voll said. "They played
tough and didn't give up. We had
to play for 40 minutes and we
didn't."

Family Hair Care & Tanning Center
143 E. Wooster
353-3281

SUN TAWING BOOTH
5 visits for '10

Memphis State wins
Metro Conference title

Gymnasts—
Continued from page 7

LOOK!

Kris Byerly was impressive
with a third and fourth place
finish.
Simpson, who assured himself ot his eleventh winning
season in as many years, rewarded the gymnasts with no
practice yesterday.
Schipper said the team believes being at home, as it will

You'll Rod Everything
Looks Better Through
Correct Prescription Lenses

Good thru 3/22/85

Basketball Marathon^
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VISION
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with
THE HENRY X BAND
Friday, March Is* 8:30-1:00

88

BIFOCAL
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$
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54
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plus -400 to -200 cyl.
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N.E. COMMONS

EVES EXAMNED BY
Or. S. Shffl. O.D.

Benefiting
Children's Resource Center
of Wood County

be again Friday against Central Michigan, is always an
advantage.
"We're always up for home
meets and we won't have to
worry as much as with Westem," Schipper said. "This will
give us a chance to improve
our team averages for the regionals."

Meadow view Court
Apartments
Now Leasing for Fall Semester
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included'gas heat'laundry facilities
•drapes'carpet'party & game room
•swimming pool*sauna
$270-furnished
$250-unfurnished

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$270-fumished
$265-unfurnished
Plus gas & electric.
Landlord pays water & sewage

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS

PIZZA
BROTHERS, inc

Burlington Optical Inc.
HI* I. Woo.Ur. Stadium PI.... Bowling OrMn. 332-2531
3133 Sylvwila Am.. Tol.ao. 473-1113
1*53 $. Raynoldi Hal.. Tolaoo, 3*2-2020

$225-fumished
$200-unfurnished
Plus electric.
Landlord pays gas heat, water & sewage
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa w/lease

214 Napoleon Rd Bowling Green, Ohio
352-1195

Home of the Foldovmrt

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT

352-8408
SPECIAL
All You Can EAT
2.99

FREE HEAT, WATER & SEWER!!!
You pay only electric
* 9 month lease
* 2 bedrooms
*iy2bath
♦Carpeted
* Furnished
* Washer & Dryer in building
* FREE HEAT, WATER, & SEWER
* Only 3 apts. left in building

Wednesday & Thursday
4 p.m.-10 p.m.

Choose between 2 types
of regular pizza
and one foldover
Bay iny Family Size
Deep Dish Pizza
ud Receive 1
Small FoWover
FREE

836 S. MAIN

2 Small
Chef Salad.
1 Garlic Bread
ud2Pept1
$4.00 (rej.t5.101
CmyoiaMmy

BOWLING GREEN

352-5620

CALL NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

328 S. Main
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Frank is back on track

Wave of problems subside for Booker
by Tom Reed
sports reporter

Last Wednesday Frank
Booker laid on the trainer's table looking more like a ragged
survivor of the Bataan Death
March than the hero of Bowling
Green's 72-68 win over Eastern
Michigan.
The 6-2,190-pound guard had
ice packs on his left knee and
swollen right eye, which he received courtesy of an opponent's
elbow. While Booker's 20 points
and six assists help sooth the
wounds, the game typified his
entire season.
All year Booker has had to
pay a nigh price for success.
In the last four games, Booker
has been one of the Falcons'
most consistent performers. But
prior to that no one suffered like
the Augusta, Ga. native.
Through most of the 1984-85
season, a wave of hardships
have crested on Booker's accomplishments. Everytime
Booker had weathered a problem and begun to play well he
was hit with another.
AT THE BEGINNING of the
year, Booker played with tendonitis of the knee, he fought a
mid-season bout with the flu and
then missed three Mid-American Conference games when he
was erroneously declared academically ineligible.
"All year it felt like I've been
carrying a load on my back,"
Booker said. "It's been mentally
tough, I just kept hoping it would
getbetter. But there for a while
it wasn't."
Last year Booker had a strong
freshman campaign. His quickness and surprising rebounding

prowess for his size earned him
ampel playing time.
Unfortunately, near the end of
the season. Booker chipped a
bone in his left knee during
practice. While the injury was
painful, he played in the remaining games.
Sometime over the summer,
Booker was scheduled to start a

slowly strengthened and his play
snowed improvement. However,
the encouraging signs were nullified when Booker came down
with the flu.
He said he soon became
Shysically run down." Booker
ded that he also lost a little
confidence which was reflected
in his poor shooting perfor-

"It got to the point where I had to tell
myself there was no way I was gonna
submit to my problems. I tried to
convince myself I was going to come out

on top."

Frank Booker
rehabilitation program, which
included lifting weights. However, due to miscommunication
between Booker and the coaching staff, the project never
materialized.
When Booker returned in the
fall, the knee was very weak. By
the beginning of the season he
developed tendonitis.
BOOKER PLAYED in the
first four contests, but it was
obvious that the injury was seriously hindering his performance. He soon was relegated to
the bench.
"At the start of the season the
knee was weak," Booker said.
"I had absolutely no quickness
or jumping ability."
Once Booker finally began his
rehabilitation program the knee

mances.
But once again he bounced
back.
In the Rochester Classic, on
Dec. 28-29, Booker rebounded by
posting strong games against
Duquense ana Detroit. Against
Detroit, he turned in his best
effort to date by tallying nine
points in a losing effort.
When it finally appeared
Booker would regain his freshman season form, coach John
Weienert informed him he had
been declared academically ineligible.
I was shocked to learn that I
couldn't play," Booker said. "I
received a failing grade in a
math class, but I knew it had to
be a mistake."
UNFORTUNATELY, one of
Booker's test scores was acci-

dently not averaged into his
final grade, thus he received a
failing mark.
By the time Booker was
cleared to play again, he had
missed three games.
"Things were really going
bad, it seemed like pressure was
building up from all sides,"
Booker said. "I wasn't able to
concentrate, I just couldn't get it
all together."
However, after Booker was
reinstated, his situation gradually improved.
The knee was still sore, but he
had regained his mobility. His
mental attitude had also became
more positive.
"It got to the point where I
had to tell myselt there was no
way I was gonna submit to my
Eiroblems," Booker said. "I tried
o convince myself I was going
to come out on top."
WF.INERT SAID Booker's desire to play earned him another
chance to prove himself. And
since the Ohio University game
on Feb. 9, Booker has come
through.
In the last four games Booker
has averaged 15 ppg. Against
Toledo Saturday he scored 12
points and grabbed eight rebounds.
"I think the mental and physical barricades he has climbed
over have been phenomenal,"
Weinert said. "He deseves all
the credit. Even when he was
struggling I never saw a player
who wanted to play so bad."
Booker said he thinks the
worst is over, but that doesn't
mean he'll stop working.
"I can finally see the light at
the end of the long tunnel," he
said.

Greyhound gives
theFalcons

Frank Booker

BG News/Joe Phclan

One Urge One Item Pizza
Tuesday Only **f
.Inside Only

I

352-3551

NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR
* Two-bedroom apartments
* Fully furnished
'Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up
and water paid by owner
' Laundry facilities, parking lot, bike shed
available
$560 per person per semester (4 people)
Located at Clough & Mercer Sis. 1 block
behind McDonalds Restaurant.
Call Rich at 352-7182

&ito
Wildlife'

Round trip. Anywhere Greyhound goes.
This spring break, if you and your friends are
thinking about heading to the slopes, the beach or
just home for a visit, Greyhound can take you there.
For only $99 or less, round trip.
Starting February 15, all you do is show us your
college student I.D. card when you purchase your
ticket. Your ticket will then be good for travel for

15 days from the date of purchase.
So this spring break, get a real break. Go anywhere Greyhound goesior $99 or less.
For more information, call Greyhound.
Wisl present a valid coHege student I.I), card upon purchase. No other discounts
apc^.Tickitsafi'i*inlninsli-fal*'andKi,l>ll|*lrJW'li»iliri->hcPUiKllJi»-s. In. .
and other participatinK carriers. Certain restrictions apply. Oiler eflectiw
2-15-85. Oder limited Not valid in Canada.

r/£
GO GREYHOUND

C1985 Greyhound Lines, Inc.

TUESDAY-LADIES
NIGHT
Male dancers for ladies only from 7:30 to
9:30. After 9:30, men are allowed in.
75* on mixed drinks 'til 10:30

WEDNESDAY • BATTLE OF
THE BIZARRE
Prizes for the most unusual talent for the
18 & over crowd.
50c on mixed drinks'til 9:00

And leave the driving to us.
Located just north ofBGon Route 25, Penysburg

I

Classifieds
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Attention AMA Memberal
Sports Flash
February 26 Faculty-Student Voteybes gsme
7 30pm RecKel Room.

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Fab 20 1985

ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS!
ALL THOSE INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING
IN THE WYSF ADVERTISING AGENCY TOUR,
PLEASE CONTACT ELLEN FLYNN AS BOON
AS POSSHLE. 3S2-I741

Special educeeon Maclw Oho LOBO
certification llwiMnH students wilh behev
lecW problems
Veer-round position
40
hre./wk Wen Involvement In teen work Peer
group trxerepy • tamey counssang Seasry lor ■
BA - $18,690 with metiers $20 766 Bene
Me heelth & dental Insursnce 5 wke atpurpose leave Recruiters we be si BGSU
placement office on Toes March 5 between 10
am I 5 o" Meke spots lor 3 5 with the
pesoement oWce

ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS!
Monty Green Irom J. Walter Thompson
(advertising sgencyl will be visiting 1.0
February M si »:00pm In Die Stale Room Ol
■he Union. Come listen lo s termer executive
ol one ol the lergesl Ad agencies In the world
Attention el Education majors Whet * s
portloso' Whet do I put in If Come lo en
information meeting Thursday. February 28 et
7 00 In 116 B A Sample portloaos wl be on
dNpaty end queellons wB be snswered

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Attention AMA Members!
A spec* menu to al members ol the
Advertising Committee lor s super ob Tom J
Deve would Ike to congratulate you lor a super
snort We reeey appreciate your help
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
TIME IS QUICKLY RUNNING OUT. QET A
HOLD Of YOUR AMA (AMERICAN MARKETMO ASSOCIATION) REP AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE! WIN YOUR TRIP TO HAWAII OR
AN ATARI COMPUTER. FOR ONLY SI A
CHANCE YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO
P1AY.

Attention Art Education & Art Therapy majors
Meeting Tuesdey. February 26th 7 30pm Rm
112 Art BeSng Discussion on portfoeoe. resumee 4 cover letters.
CASH FOR CANS BRING YOUR ALUMINUM
CANS TO THE STUDENT SERVICES FORUM
EVERY WEDNESDAY FROM 10 30-3 30
YOU WILL RECEIVE IS'* FOR THEM AND
CONTPJBUTE TO THE RECYCLING EFFORT1
SPONSORED BY THE ENVIRONMENTAL
INTEREST GROUP
Journeiem 300 application deadline • March
I.
Uke table ten TrMt?
Enter the Jerome Library
REFERENCE TRIVIA CONTEST
Fab 26 - March 5
First priie
$20 gilt cemticate BGSU
Bookstore Pick up a contest lorm at the
Jerome Library Reletence desk

TONIGHT
and every
Tuesday

Students For Lite meeting on February 26th at
7 30 It wR be at 116 Business Adrrvmslrslw
bmktng We wil be laAing about a program with
a fam and epeeker si Merch
The Environmental Interest Group meals
tonight el 7:30 pm In 206 Heyee. Come join
us snd gel Involvadl
The University Bookstore wa be closed
Selurdey Merch 9 and March 16. 1985 during
Spring Break The University Bookstore wel
also be closed Merch 11 through March 15.
1985 lor the annuel physical inventory We will
return to regular hours on Monday. March 18.
198S

intents:

Tan Flehbeugh. recent graduate in geology, ol
the EPA Divieion ol Sosd and Hazardous waste
Menegement wil be spooking on he) career
tonight al 7:30pm n 206 Hayes Sponsored by
the Environmental Interest group.
UNIVERSITY WRITING CeNTER PRESENTS
SPRING WRITING WORKSHOPS:
PREPARING AND WRITING
THE ESSAY EXAM
NO CHARGE ' NO REGISTRATION
TUESDAY. FEB. 26, 7:30 PM
MS MOSELEY HALL ■ CALL 3722221

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
Of NWOHO
820 N Mein SI BG
Contdeneel/pereonel cere
Specal Ralee BGSU students
Convenient Appointments
354-3640
Al your typing needs
prompt A profeeeionel
352-401J Osrs
Don't lei the bugs In your CS 100 or MIS 200
programs keep you rom leerrung Basic1 Cal
Thomas sl 2-5966' lor tutonng si 5' per minule.

LOST I FOUND
Lost on 2-19.85
Grey Tweed Coel (knee length) st Scholarship
Desserts m the Umon-2nd loor KeySW/aNJ
kevchain in pocket II lound plaeas eel Kirn 26141

Abortion, pregnancy tests
CENTER FOfl CHOICE
downtown Toleoo
4l»-256-7768

LOST A GOLD SEIKO WATCH M MSC ON
FEB 19 IF FOUND PLEASE CALL 2-4177
FOUNO: Diamond ring X Fmencial Aid Ofllee.
Slop by or eel 372-2661 to Identity

DJ ANO SUPEB SOUND
SVSTEM AVAILABLE.
CALL STEVE. 242-4682

RIDES

TYMNO SERVICM
15 yrs experience term papers, letters.
resumes 1-665-2240. Reasonable ratss

Rale needed lor 2 lo NY
W*ng 10 Pay 352-4148

Pregnency Problem?
Free taets t be*
HeerlBeel ol Toledo
1-2414131.

RkM needed: Two need ride to North Caroline
RaJeigh/New Bam area lor Spring Break Can
354 7808

PERSONALS

SERVICES OFFERED

AlCanltle.
Here's somettisig your setter never got • an ad
In the BQNews
L. A L.
P.S. Ba> you're an embteexuel
wslnul

A proleaslonei typist wents to type your papers.
So lor moss important documents A "lest
minute'" assignments the! need typing, cal
Brenda Page et 352-2551 M-Frl 9-4 30pm or
alter 5:30pm t on wkende at 372-6674
REASONABLE a FAST

A WORKSHOP ON EDUCATIONAL
PORTFOLIOS WILL BE PRESENTED AND
SPONSORED BY EESAB THIS THURSOAY.
FEBRUARY 28 AT 7:0Opm IN 116 BA PLAN
ON ATTENDING THIS MEETING TO SEE
WHAT TO INCLUDE IN YOUR PORTFOUO

GRE'GMAT-LSAT Preparation
STANLEY H KAPLAN ED CTR
3550 SECOR RD.. TOLEDO

BEAR HUGS TO KAY CASHEN ANO VALERIE
SEDIVY FOR A JOB WELL DONE IN THE MISS
BGSU PAGEANT. A SPECIAL CONGRATULATIONS TO VAL FOR ACHIEVING FIRST
RUNNER-UP. WE'RE SO PROUD!

536-3701
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

10W. YOUR AIWA m SISTERS

Jack
Is
Back

MICK PAYNE
HAPPY HOURS
daily 6-9 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 3-9 p.m.

IsaLynn:
Congralulstlons on your engagement to
Joey-0 New we Nnelly base a lather. We lire
ye la deelhl
Year leans, Jan * Aiwotle
Boomer.
Saturday night was the best cuz my dele wee
above the reel.
Love, Mary P
SI 19 Breaklast
Bacon or Sausage. 2 Eggs.toast.coles
Mon-Fn 9am-1 pm with the) ed
Expires March 3. 1SB6
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT
412E Wooeler

All*. 4.

Internationally famous pocket billiard and trick shot
artist

t MINI '*-LEGAL JOINTS

\

1V

i

CCHA PLAYOFF
TICKET INFORMATION
Having secured (he home ice advantage for Ihe CCHA playoffs
beginning this weekend, the Falcons are pleased to release the following
ticket information:
1. Season ticket holders and all-sports pass holders will have priority in
purchasing tickets today.
2. Ticket for the general public will go on sale beginning Wednesday
morning at 9:00 a.m.
3. Reserved seats are $6.00 each
4. Adult general admission tickets are $4.00
5 Student general admission tickets are $1.00
6. Payment must be by cash or check only.

•JACK WHITE*

Pinch your pennies tonight'
At MAIN ST
Admsl your ettttude with
45' wel drinks an night'
Check out our prices
MAIN ST
eel 3520-3703 lor details

Feb 25 - March 1
Buckeye Room
Union

Happy Blrthdayll You ere the best mile end I
toes yeul
Oaa Zaa toes and all ol mine. Pebe
ElenRoeei.
Happy Birthday. Babe1 Hope your 181h at the
beat one yet. I love ye. Bud!
Brad
P.S. Good Luck on your tests

Billiard
Tournament
all week for male,
female, faculty, &
staff divisions.

Fleury.
We don'l know II you're our heart's desire, but
you're sexy es hel>
Love vs. Li L
Kerea PhHHpe,
Conorstulellons on going sctlve! You era the
best little snd I love you' Dae Zee tore end ell
el mine. Dab
KAYLA SMITH,
HAPPY 18th BIRTHDAY!!! WAIT TILL THIS
WEEKEND!?!
LOVE YA, SHARON
Manarme.
Happy Twentieth Have s great day
Love. Heal UWe. Mon
lejCMBLE ST. PIERRE
Have a Happy 10th Birthday
Love. Your "beetaaf mend in the whole world
Pinch your pennies tonight'
al MAM ST
Adjust your attitude with
45- wel drinks el nigh!!
Check out our prices
MAIN ST

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

16 ■
*•
downhearted'*
17 Russian oifd'*
10 Mauna —
20 Be'o'f
2i
—
Syiprtides
27 To*n.nSOn
Spam
24 Saved <oi a
r amy day
26 Move<na lu>
ll*e IfTeWifW
21 L.iy
29 Snadfo' Dim*
J2 Puce
35 These m
Mai-sei'ie*
J7 Ta-e.i Ntl# '
al in--" i W Cref •
39 LouiMa"aDi'<l
4? Light Horse
M*fi,
43 Ac lev Eil
45 in tout
anycasei
46 Dried up
4/ Bevb-Vdi Bri
49
51
53
57

59
60
61
62
65
66
67
66
69
70

Bt'o'e way
Someie*eiry
Catling
Hat-va-d
newspaper
twtth The i
Wai*op
Cily onHuon
Gull
Ad0< Torn
To Kill a
Harper LM
King loppc
Concur
Abated
Debussy suD
iectiw.ii La i
Necessities
Li*>« an arDor

DOWN
1 Throw* 0V>*n
th« gauntlet

6
7
8
9
tO
it
12
U
>tJ
?t
ft
?B

.ti

Ontnequi.ive
Type ol tape
Lid ft retail**
Card game
necessity
Kmgni el ai
Egg Pre...
Focnand
narr.esat.es
Type style
Take ti easy'
Endangered
ll>C
Indonesian
ism
One o( me
Martini
lower |heplus*
— Longa
mother ci|,
ol Rome
Rodent
biOORS.il
Molly WOOO
■ s tone
Umi-goor

34 Tayw Mm
36
transit
glona
39 P'ini shop
»*or*er
40 Ga>(i«id lor
oot
4t Reiuse
container
44 Gouda a cousm
46 California s B>g
48 Patsy
50 Shooting areas

52 Elevesneed
54 Bath a relative
55 Like some
seals
56 Singer Helen

Csl 352-3703 lor deteas

57 Stuff

ONLY 1 MOM SHOPPING DAYS UNTIL
WALLY'S BIRTHDAY!!

58 Playwright
Elmer
59 Family
holdings'
63 Sheep tic»
64 Companion ol
humbug

PARTY WITH PHI KAPPA TAU t
HENRY X BAND FRI COMMONS 8:301 OOam
PM TAU MARATHON PARTY
FRIDAY NE COMMONS 6 30 1:00am
PROUT HALL 1986 86
Experience II»
Appecenone sl each roeldenco has

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
MillSlTHlli

PROUT PRIOE
Bs s part ol It!
Appkatione at each residence hes

•••••••••••••••••••a**

UL'JI.H uni:iu HIJU
(1U
UUUUli

nun uuuu nunr.

■■ lulirop
J3 ''iDii* '
Seme

lir.iiiii I'll II ill

WMaieea • more man the ebeence ol disease
It's ediveiy improving snd maintaining your
physlcel. emotional, aocas. Intellectual, apeltuel
and occupekonel welbeing
Want more Into?? Check out Ihe Student
Wemees Center 220 Heelth Center 2-0302
ZaMa: Forget the suicide peel. We're going
to mete II through exsms elter ell. Meat ma
el the University Writing Center. 103 Moeeley
HeM, el 7:J0 tonight, tor a FREE WORKSHOP
an "Preparing and Writing the Eaaay Exam."
Love end klseee. Soottto
ZOWIE YOU ARE SO PRECIOUS TO ME' I
LOVE YOU FOREVER!
THE WIFE- TIFFANY

0 What • WELLNESS?
A: The Integration ol body. mind, and spirit- the
appreciation that everything you do, and think,
and leal, and beeeve hat an Impact on your
stele ol health
Want more into?? Check out the Student
WeHess Center 220 Heelth Center 20302
"Star Sesrch"
Auditions lor womens band- serious, dediceted
snd experienced musiciens (drums, lead I base
guitar, keyboards, eaxaphone. flute, franch
horn, singers, ate I Must lw% own instruments Cel Tars lor dales A lime ol audition
3M-7439

1

'* Hi** " "

I

Jr"
!r

""T
■■wT~~nfc —**

zz
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%*
i17"—TP^ TT "
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THE FRESH AIR FUND, a 106 veer old
••dependent, non-prole agency, sends 2600
unoarpnveeged New York City children lo
summer camp. Iree ol charge, each summer
To learn more about The Fund end its cheeeng
mg summer camp opportunities lor college
students, pan to meet wen The Freeh Air Fund
representative el Ihe BGSU Camp Day. Toesday, Merch 5
'
TV BROADCASTER
ENTRY LEVEL
ranng now' Cat 471 1440
Job Exchange Smal lea.
START YOUR CAREER NOW
Earn money and work on Fortune 500 Comperses' marketing programs on campus Part-'
hmelDeuUe) hours each week We give relerenoee Col 1-60O-243 667g

FOR SALE COMPACT REFRIGERATOR 4 8
CU FT $100 VERY GOOD CONDITION 2
YEARS OLD CALL DAVE 354-6272
For Sele: Kenwood H.O. Stereo Set: tape
deek. squallier and receiver t Technics
Llneer Turntable. All lor Neg $750. For Into
cell Fed! or Sam at 352-914$ or SS2-S$S2
Guaranteed Weight Loss Plen
Designed for the Coeege Student • only 2 50
Completely refundable if don'l lose weigh! Cat
Ray al 354-6268

Roto Toms and other drum equipment 8745583 or reply lo OCMB «2971
1976 Plymouth Vatenl. 3 speed on the column, vary dependable work or school car.
$450 or besl oiler, cal 354-7734

$20 Grit Certificate
Enter the REFERENCE TRIVIA CONTEST
Fat 26 - March 5
Jerome Library Relarence desk

82 Ford EXP Excetenl condition 3541392
OP weight bench, kerosene heater. B & D
router. $40 each: king-sire oek water bed with
bookcase and 6-drawer pedestal 352-5343.
3722097

WANTED
FOR RENT
Must sublet lor summer only Large House
133 ManvHe $90 month plus utilities Greet
location Cal 372-1093 anytime.
Needed 1 or 2 temaJe roommates
Nonsmoking Fat and Spring earn 85-66
block Irom campus Csl 384-7404

1

Need 2 non-smoking lemele rmtss. tor '85-86
scnoolyoai 372-5215ask lor Cheiyl or Carol
Two girts need female roommate to snare two
bedroom apartment $125/month February
rent tree & tree health spe membership Cat

354-8928

Two females need one lemele to share epartment on Scott HarneXm Rd , only femmis! nonsmokers need reply Contact Woman lor
Women sl 372-2281 lor more sHo

CARTY RENTALS
House- 926 E Woosler
4 bedroom lor 8 students
Aprs- 311 E Merry St
2 bedroom lor 4 students
line heat, cable, water & sewsge)
$130eech- $585 semester
630 N Summit- $125'each
3 man epls- 316 E Marry St
Summer Rentele el Specal Ralee lor
Houses. Rooms -Apis
Office Hours 11 -4 pm sl 318 E Merry Apt 3
or phone anytime lor mlo 352-7365
One end two bedroom apartmenls'houses
close lo cempue S and V Rentals 9am-3pm
352 7464 Aller 5pm cal 832-7555

Roommele needed tor Spring/Summer
Apt Comer ol S Coeege A Nepoieon.
near drive-thru Reesonsbie. Cal Don
or Demon 354-6141

Apartments. Houses. Duplexes

Cat 354-2260 or 352-6553

25 PEOPLE NEEDED TO LOSE WEIGHT
NOW ATTENO A HEALTH AND NUTRITION
PRESENTATION FEB 28 (THURSDAY!, 7 30
PM AT 117 BA LOSE 10-29 LBS/MONTH
100% GUARANTEED FOR MORE INFO
CALL TROY B/T 4 ANO 7 AT 354-7693

John Newtove Reel Estete
319 E Wooslsr

3 bedroom lurnished duplex $1912 50 s
semester ($425 month! $450 lor Summer

354-1279

Cel 3520530
Roomatelsl lor 3 bedroom lurnished duplex
$400 semester evstebW Summer or Pel 3522274

Houses t Apia lor 1985-86 school yeer
SmilhBoggs Rentala 352-9457 btwn 124pm or 352-891 7 alter 6 00pm
NeedF students lo HI spls snd houses Avst
now Neer campus Ph 352-7366
Apt. for Rant for Spring Semester
2 bedroom, fully rum. epl. Heat, Cable TV.
hookup, water pasd by owner. Close to
latnil, Call 382-7112 eat for Rich.

HELP WANTED
ACCOUNTANT
Entry level or experienced
Cal ue today al 471-1440
Job Ejcchaiige Sm. Ise.

We still have a variety of rentals available tor next summer L school year. Call
3M-65M between l-Spro. Titus Realty

AIRLINES HIRING, $14-$39.000' Stawerdeeeee ReeervatJorast' Worldwide' Cel for
Guide. Directory. Newsletter 1-1916) 9444444 x BO At
COMPUTER OPENINGS
Entry level or experienced
Hiring now' Csl 471 -1440
Job Exchange Smel lee
CRUISESHIPS HIRING. $16-$30.000! CerrtDoan. Mews. World Cal lor Guide. Oteclory.
Nawtletter 1(916) 944-4444 x BG Cruao

Sleepxig rooms aval Furn a unlum Aval 2nd
semester Neat 4 cksan Cal Newtove Mgml

3525620
THURSTIN APARTMENTS
AIR O)N0ITK>a¥*3. FULLY CARPETED CABLEvTSION. EFFICIENCY LAUNDRY FACILITIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER t FALL
451 THURSTH AVE 362-5436
2 bedroom sots.

Part-time Program Counselor potion In residental treetment program, experience working
with adult having emotional dkabUoe preferred. Major in human service field prelerred
52 hours per month guaranteed -primarry on
weekends 8enefit package Send reeume to
Residential Services. Menlel Heeth Center o!
Wood County. 1010 N Proapect Bowsng
Green

Dale 352 4380

ROCKLEDGE MANOR
Large 2 bdrm . lum apt
dishwasher, extra storage
Corner ol S College 4 Sixth
Cal 352-3841 12 4 or 364-2280
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

FUN ANO HARD WORK WITH KIDS AS CAMP
COUNSELOR YMCA STORER GAMPS IS
CARING. CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY SERVING
KIDS 7-17 UNIQUE PROGRAMS HORSES.
AQUATICS. SAILING WILDERNESS ADVENTURE. INTERNATIONAL EMPHASIS FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
KARLENE GARGAC, PHONE 372-4486
Manager
Seeking energetic. Industrious individual lor
quick copy operator Long hours S hard work
are rewarded with tatvy, proM sharing S
exeat benefits 2-4 yr business degree S
apokcabie buetneee experience preferred but
not required Sand letter of epptcabon t
reeume to Kmkos 325 E Wooslar. BG. Ohio
43402

Fat 1985
2 bdrm lum apt
362-2863
2 BDRM. FURN. 4 UNf URN
PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS
Mator uUI. t cable TV lum.
112 block off campus
Cal Tom
Mon-Frl ram-noon 3S2-4673
Eva's S weekends 352-1800

MOUSES ANO APARTMENTS Close to Campus tor Summer 1SS5 and 'IMS school yeer.
1-247-3341

Pizza

Pasta

Al tadrsu wctaxaf

Pagliai's Pizza

WHERE / WHEN?

• n m* I-

Sale. Reran Part time. Btness t heelth Flexiblehours Please write lo 110 ES Boundary.
Perryaburg 43551

Octogon tieh lank for aale
354 1586 alter 5pm

FALCON CUPPER Haircuts S6-7. hairstyles
SB-9 Cal tor an appt today1 362 6200

Snacks

FIELD TRIP OPPORTUNITIES

Progressive company seeking amtaioue mdivtdual tor summer ernptoymenl Excelenl experience lor the business-minded ndivkjuei
pursuing s business degree Wa involve the
coordinehon ol outings and special events
Minimum ol two yeers ol undergreduete study
end flexible hours l must Sand personal
■ilormallon or resume to Geeuge Lake Personnel Dopt. 1060 Aurora Rd. Aurora. OH
44202
_„^^_

FOR SALE

2 Ferrate roommates needed lor 85-86 yeer
Ctoee lo cempue. Free gas snd heat.

8. All tickets will be sold at the Memorial Hall Ticket Office. Hours of
operation: 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
9. Face-of both nights Is 7:30.

2
3
4
5

• ' • SEXUAL AWARENESS WEEK ■ • •
KOHL HALL - FEB 26-26
TO BGSU SWIMMm WOMEN,
GOOD LUCK IN WINNING SACK THE MAC
TTTUL KICK SOME ??? - SPECIFICALLY
JOANNE ANO BETH
lOVt, LCS * CHRIS
TOMORROW AT UPTOWN
The 11th Annuel PM Keppe Tin
Basketball Merethon Tlpoll party!
Dnrw Specials'
AM ere wotoomo'

Need 1 non eiwetilfaj. Itaaala raewamti for
Um year. (BuH Apartments) Cell 372-3SS1
CONGRATULATIONS CHI OS
lor being awarded
Mosl Improved Chester
Most Omstsnowg Pledge Class
Outstanding Panhei Rep Lease Merrel
GPA 4 0 Margaret Keley
WAY TO GO CHI OS

7. No telephone orders will be accepted.

ACROSS
1 Mr Coppe'tieia
6 PICK m« up
11
Emi
Gaff man spa
14 Some skif 1ft
15 PopuH*

SAM B'S HAPPY HOURS- 4 TO Spm
IF YOU ARC 21. WE WILL BE HAPPY
TO SERVE YOU!

Is It True You Cen Buy Jeeps tor S44 through
the US oovemment? Gal the tacts today' Cal
1-312 742-1 142 Ext 1784

ANOVI AM
ANO ALWAYS WKJ. BE FOflEVER YOURS
-BETSY

Tennis snd Racketball stringing
Queronteed Cheepest Prices
Call 3S2-3S12 lor Pong

• " • RAPE AWARENESS - ■ •
TUESDAY FEB 26th 7pm
KOHL HALL - ALL WELCOME

I. Neuoeal Coefntna, Popular Cukurt Aaoc., IntirnJje, Kcettick), April )-6.

Free 32 oz.
plastic mug

2 Neuoaal Coeforoct, Buck Aocrkaa ProioJ Dmni. BtkaaoR. Marrliad. Apnl 17-20.

WHAT YOU GET
Sumulems.

taura,

aorkibopt,

mctlirxp

wih

iJaarttelwthrTl ttatic

profosiootU,

lesdien

with Campus orders
while supplies last jl

and tixtcau Tnvd, a«d and confarao: rejiiunioii ttptma paa) by ECAP.

HOW VOU GET TO CO
Sebaal

nrc-vsar

treat

any

at

Ik

aBponaaot

of

wfraitiiral/dJuiic

352-7571

edacatioatl

lo roar kfe aoals aa4 your prrrious effort! lo arjaoe men ripninws it roar

DEADLINE: FRIDAY, MARCH I. IMS AT 5M PM
Sanaa to: Dr. Ma Soon, Artabc Director.
ECAP - IM Saaud Hall
JT2-m (lor MR laloreuucal

Salads
Cholc* erf ifAttns fre)e):
chekfM. onions, pltfclas.lalluca, lomoloat,

t caoka it your eaay.

drassing

13.00

Soup

i
i

.JI

Nachos

7" Sub of the Week

